Faculty Senate Roster, September 2004

Departments should notify the Secretary at eichelbergerj@cofc.edu whenever they elect a Senator to begin a term or replace a Senator in mid-term. In the list below, a “?” beside a name means the Secretary does not know who has been elected to serve in this departmental slot. Please inform the Secretary if any of the following information is incorrect.

At-Large Senators:

2004-2006 Term
____ Betsy Martin (Chemistry) Eligible through 2008
____ Marion Doig (Chemistry) Eligible through 2006
____ Bishop Hunt (English) Eligible through 2006
____ Joe Kelly (English) Eligible through 2008
____ Charles Kaiser (Psychology) Eligible through 2008
____ Janice Wright (Hispanic Studies) Eligible through 2008

2003-2005 Term
____ Frank Kinard (Chemistry) Eligible through 2005
____ Tom Kunkle (Mathematics) Eligible through 2005
____ Susan Kattwinkel (Theatre) Eligible through 2005
____ George Pothering (Computer Science) Eligible through 2007
____ David Maves (Music) Eligible through 2009
____ Bill Moore (Political Science) Eligible through 2007
____ Reid Wiseman (Biology) Eligible through 2007
____ Chris Hope (Sociology) Eligible through 2007
____ Bob Perkins (EDFS) Eligible through 2007
____ Todd Grantham (Philosophy) Eligible through 2007

Departmental Senators:

School of the Arts

Theatre, 2003-2005 Term
____ Joy Vandervort-Cobb Eligible through 2009
____ Todd McNerney Eligible through 2005

Music, 2004-2006 Term
____ Trevor Weston Eligible through 2006
____ ? New Senator Eligible through 2008

Studio Arts, 2004-2006 Term
Art History, 2003-2005 Term
Ralph Muldrow Eligible through 2009

School of Business Administration & Economics
Management/Marketing, 2002-2004 Term
Jose Gavidia Re-elected? Eligible through 2006
Joe Benich Re-elected? Eligible through 2006
Management/Marketing, 2003-2005 Term
Tom Kent Eligible through 2007
Economics/Finance, 2004-2006 Term
Calvin Blackwell Eligible through 2008
Economics/Finance, 2003-2005 Term
Mike Morgan Eligible through 2007
Accounting/Legal Studies, 2003-2005 Term
Talaat Elshazly? Eligible through 2007
Accounting/Legal Studies, 2004-2006 Term
? New Senator Eligible through 2008

School of Education
Foundations, Secondary & Special, 2003-2005 Term
Chip Voorneveld Eligible through 2007
Julie Swanson Eligible through 2007
Elementary & Early Childhood, 2002-2004 Term
Aina Olaiya Re-elected? Eligible through 2006
Elementary & Early Childhood, 2003-2005 Term
Martha Nabors Eligible through 2005
PE & Health, 2004-2006 Term
Tom Langley Eligible through 2008
PE & Health, 2003-2005 Term
Annette Godow Eligible through 2005

School of Sciences & Mathematics
Biochemistry/Chemistry, 2003-2005 Term
Michelle Mac Brooks Eligible through 2009
Biochemistry/Chemistry, 2004-2006 Term
____ Jason Overby Eligible through 2008

Biology, 2004-2006 Term
____ ? New senator Eligible through 2008
____ ? New senator Eligible through 2008
____ Allan Strand (re-elected?) Eligible through 2006

Biology, 2003-2005 Term
____ Craig Plante Eligible through 2005

Geology, 2004-2006 Term
____ ? New senator Eligible through 2006

Geology, 2003-2005 Term
____ Erin Beutel Eligible through 2007

Physics/Astronomy, 2003-2005 Term
____ Tim Giblin Eligible through 2007
____ Norris Preyer Eligible through 2005

Computer Science, 2004-2006 Term
____ Christine Moore Eligible through 2006
____ Anthony Leclerc Eligible through 2008

Mathematics, 2004-2006 Term
____ Elizabeth Jurisich Eligible through 2008
____ Alex Kasman Eligible through 2006
____ Oleg Smirnov Eligible through 2008

Mathematics, 2003-2005 Term
____ Brett Tangedal Eligible through 2005

School of Humanities & Social Sciences

Communication, 2004-2006 Term
____ Shirley Moore Eligible through 2008
____ Julie Davis Eligible through 2006

English, 2004-2006 Term
____ Myra Seaman Eligible through 2008
____ Cathy Holmes Eligible through 2008
____ Terry Bowers Eligible through 2008

English, 2003-2005 Term
____ Susan Farrell Eligible through 2007

Classics/German/Italian, 2004-2006 Term
___ Darryl Phillips  Eligible through 2006  
Classics/German/Italian, 2003-2005 Term  
___ Massimo Maggiari  Eligible through 2007  
French, 2004-2006 Term  
___ Shawn Morrison (re-elected?) Eligible through 2006  
French, 2003-2005 Term  
___ Robin McArthur Long Eligible through 2007  
Hispanic Studies, 2003-2005 Term  
___ Elizabeth Martinez-Gibson Eligible through 2005  
___ Sue Turner  Eligible through 2005  
___ Sarah Owens  Eligible through 2007  
History, 2004-2006 Term  
___ Christophe Boucher Eligible through 2008  
___ George Hopkins  Eligible through 2008  
___ Peter Piccione  Eligible through 2006  
Philosophy/Religious Studies, 2004-2006 Term  
___ Glenn Lesses Eligible through 2006  
Philosophy/Religious Studies, 2003-2005 Term  
___ Meg Cormack  Eligible through 2005  
Political Science, 2004-2006 Term  
___ Claire Curtis  Eligible through 2008  
Political Science, 2003-2005 Term  
___ Jack Parson  Eligible through 2007  
Sociology/Anthropology, 2003-2005 Term  
___ Maureen Hays  Eligible through 2007  
___ Tracy Burkett  Eligible through 2005  
Psychology, 2004-2006 Term  
___ Carol Toris  Eligible through 2008  
___ C. Vincent Spicer  Eligible through 2006  
Psychology, 2003-2005 Term  
___ Lisa Thomson Ross  Eligible through 2007  
Library  
2004-2006 Term  
___ Alis Whitt  Eligible through 2008  
2003-2005 Term  
___ Gene Waddell  Eligible through 2007